
WELCOME

When students engage in liberal 
arts courses, they develop the skills 

necessary for success in the modern 
world of work, as well as robust 
citizenship in a diverse society.

Fall 2020



The Liberal Arts Innovation Group 
(LA-Innovate) furthers the mission of 
the college and supports students’ 
success by developing practice and 
programming that connect their 
academic, civic, and professional lives. 

OUR MISSION



OUR VISION

LA-Innovate is committed to continuous improvement in 
student success. In today’s changing professional world, 
success depends on the Liberal Arts Workplace  Skills:

● Workplace Communication
● Written Communication
● Emotional/Relational Intelligence
● Cross-Cultural Competency
● Ethical Decision-Making
● Complex Problem-Solving
● Critical Thinking
● Creativity
● Collaboration/Teamwork
● Digital/Data Analysis & Literacy
● Employability Skill Suite
● Leadership

We know that when students engage in liberal arts courses, 
they develop the skills necessary for both success in the 
modern world of work and for robust citizenship in a diverse 
society. 

We anchor our work in the three foundations of content 
expertise, pedagogical excellence, and the LA Workplace Skills 
sought after in employees  by stakeholders across industries.



PROBLEM 
STATEMENT

Liberal arts courses and programs provide students 
with the LA Workplace Skills they need to succeed as 
citizens and professionals. Studies show that today’s 
employers are actively seeking candidates who 
exhibit these qualities.

Unfortunately, liberal arts disciplines are suffering 
from a perception problem. Too often, key 
stakeholders — students and their families, as well as 
internal academic stakeholders — fail to understand 
our value. Rising commitment to STEM fields 
contributes to this problem, as it has unfortunately 
led to artificial competition between STEM & liberal 
arts programming. These factors can lead to 
shrinking enrollment and a lack of funding and 
support. 

Thus, liberal arts faculty must devote themselves to 
defending their disciplines, which draws time and 
energy away from the essential work of innovation in 
programming and teaching practices. As a result, 
institutions unintentionally reduce their ability to 
fully support student success.



SOLUTION

LA-Innovate Connect

LA-Innovate Classroom Connect

LA-Innovate Mentor Connect

LA-Innovate Opportunity Connect

LA-Innovate Connect is a programming and practice hub 
comprising of three nodes that will promote the value of 
the liberal arts to internal and external stakeholders, build 
bridges between our liberal arts disciplines and local 
organizations, and create opportunities for students to 
professionalize within and beyond our classrooms. 

LA-Innovate seeks to solve these problems by 
promoting our value to internal and external 
stakeholders, and energizing faculty to create new 
programming and adapt pedagogical practices that 
more powerfully connect our fields of study with the 
professional lives of our students.



GOALS

2. Develop pathways, curriculum, programming, and 
classroom practices that capitalize on the 
connection between study in the liberal arts and 
workplace success.

1. Articulate and promote the connection between 
study in the liberal arts and workplace success 
among internal and external stakeholders.

3. Collaborate with stakeholders to create bridge 
opportunities between study in the liberal arts at 
WCC and the world of work on and beyond campus.



OBJECTIVES

LA-Classroom Connect

1. Develop syllabus-ready talking points to highlight 
Liberal Arts Workplace Skills on the course level.

2. Design assignment templates for integrating 
Liberal Arts Workplace Skills and the participation 
of professional experts into courses.

3. Support faculty in creating assignments integrating 
Liberal Arts Success Skills and professional experts 
into courses.



OBJECTIVES

LA-Innovate Mentor Connect

1. Collaborate with the Professionals In the Classroom 
committee to create a mentor database for matching 
students with professional mentors in their field of 
interest, based on the Liberal Arts Workplace Skills.

2. Promote faculty use of the mentor database in 
advising students.

3. Promote faculty participation in the Professionals in 
the Classroom event, and collaborate to enhance PITC 
offerings throughout the year.

4. Enhance the Professionals in the Classroom offerings, 
in collaboration with that committee.



OBJECTIVES

LA-Opportunity  Connect

1. Develop at least 4 community partnerships with 
external organizations for internship, job shadowing, 
externships, and work study opportunities for 
students.

2. Partner with internal areas at the college to provide 
work study, job shadowing,  and internship 
opportunities for students. 

3. Create a college-based community makerspace  for 
real-world problem-based learning experiences on 
community, product, and organizational process 
levels.



LIBERAL ARTS WORKPLACE SKILLS

Builds relationships through successful writing

Adapts to diverse writing technologies & situations

Matches message & genre to audience & purpose

Deploys audience-tailored language and style

Conducts responsible research

Operates ethically

Creates polished professional messaging

Respects diverse cultures
Distributes opportunity equitably
Creates diverse networks & work groups
Facilitates inclusion
Promotes equity
Operates gracefully in diverse cultural 
contexts
Pursues enriched cross-cultural 
knowledge

ETHICAL DECISION 
MAKING

Operates within ethical codes
Responds to ethical challenges
Accurately represents facts & data
Acknowledges opposing viewpoints
Evaluates the impact of decisions
Identifies unethical & ethical options
Recommends ethical alternatives

Builds effective relationships
Listens responsively

Empathizes
Regulates one’s emotions

Effectively expresses one’s emotions
Manages personal stress

WRITTEN 
COMMUNICATION 

 

CROSS-CULTURAL 
COMPETENCE

EMOTIONAL/ 
RELATIONAL 

INTELLIGENCE

WORKPLACE 
COMMUNICATION

Communicates effectively
Listens accurately and responsively

Challenges own biases and assumptions
Professionally supports ideas

Proactively applies conflict management 
techniques

Familiar with electronic communication
tools, visual tools, and social technologies 

in messaging

Identifies problems and 
 initiates solution processes
Analyzes problems holistically -- causes, 
effects, and stakeholders
Crafts specific solutions for specific 
challenges
Applies appropriate technical knowledge 
Consults credible sources to inform 
solution development
Builds stakeholder investment in solution 
processes

COMPLEX 
PROBLEM-SOLVING



LIBERAL ARTS WORKPLACE SKILLS

DIGITAL LITERACY/
DATA ANALYSIS
Manages social media tools and digital content
Understands data analytics and their 
applications
Collects, measures, analyzes, 
and presents data accurately
Analyzes and acts on response metrics
Determine appropriate 
information technologies
Operates electronic tools & devices

CRITICAL THINKING 
Makes decisions through logic, 

reasoning, and reflection
Detects and corrects bias

Considers multiple perspectives
Consults multiple information sources

Analyzes chains of cause and effect
Generates novel, adaptive 

strategies and solutions
Responds thoughtfully

Observes closely
Discerns unique patterns

Embraces innovation
Approaches challenges with a growth mindset

Designs intentionally
Combines traditional & novel methods

Evaluates challenges from multiple perspectives
Takes thoughtful risks

Develops and tests original ideas

Sets goals, identifies steps, follows through
Takes initiative, manages time, meets 
deadlines
Reflects, adapts, operates with a growth 
mindset
Optimistic, realistic, self-motivating, supportive
Actively plans/manages career for 
advancement
Lifelong learner -- seeks coaching and 
feedback

EMPLOYABILITY 
SKILL SUITE

LEADERSHIP

Identifies opportunity and takes initiative
Inspires, guides, and participates
Presents with authenticity
Achieves outcomes
Promotes growth
Communicates effectively
Acts decisively
Accountable and empathetic

CREATIVITY

 

TEAMWORK/
COLLABORATION

Initiates partnerships and joins groups
Fosters cooperative climate

Collaborates productively
Exercises humility and authenticity
Includes others in decision-making

Centers mutual respect & shared success



PROJECT STRATEGY

LA-Classroom 
Connect

LA-Classroom Connect bridges existing course curriculum with the 
Liberal Arts Success Skills, and develop new and innovative  learning 
opportunities that respond to the needs of our students and 
community. By sharing adaptable resources, current research in the 
field  and transformative texts with faculty, LA-Classroom Connect will 
guide meaningful dialogue around the connections between a liberal 
arts education and students’ professional and civic lives. 

In addition, LA-Innovate faculty will lead professional development 
opportunities, including TLC sessions and accessible videos, that 
actively engage WCC faculty and staff across divisions. 

The LA-Innovate committee will offer group as well as one-on-one 
work sessions with faculty to create assignments that integrate the 
Liberal Arts Success Skills into meaningful learning opportunities for 
students that are relevant for their individual academic and career 
goals.



PROJECT STRATEGY

LA-Mentor 
Connect

LA-Mentor Connect connects students directly with professionals in the 
local workforce. By utilizing partnerships with internal WCC 
programming, specifically Professionals in the Classroom, LA-Mentor 
Connect will provide students the opportunity to work closely with a 
mentor in a field related to their academic and career goals.  
Professional mentors will be coupled with students based not only on 
their work their experience, but also their expertise and ability to speak 
to the importance of the LA Success Skills in their field. 

In addition to supporting students with individual mentorship, LA-Mentor 
Connect will collaborate with Professionals in the Classroom to build 
upon their annual event across campus that connects students to 
professionals working in our community.  The LA Innovate committee 
members will work closely with internal and external stakeholders to 
intentionally grow this event from an annual one day experience to 
multiple events and community outreach opportunities throughout the 
year. Some formats for events include classroom visits, round table 
discussions, individual and panel presentations, hands on workshops, 
and virtual format events and training opportunities.



PROJECT STRATEGY

LA-Opportunity
Connect

LA-Opportunity Connect will create sustainable partnerships with 
internal and external stakeholders that provide professional learning 
opportunities for students. These opportunities will come in a variety 
of forms determined by the unique collaboration with each 
stakeholder and WCC faculty members.  These include but are not 
limited to internships, job shadowing, externships, work study, and 
task-orientated problem based learning opportunities. These  
experiences LA-Opportunity Connect provides students will directly 
translate into resume ready bullet points and tangible examples for 
their portfolios, exemplifying how the Liberal Arts Success Skills are 
directly related to professional success and civic engagement.  

Our long term vision is that there will be a physical space on campus 
devoted for the work of LA-Opportunity Connect. Creating a 
college-based community makerspace will provide students with a 
hub of opportunity. The space will welcome collaborating partner 
organizations that will provide real-world, problem-based learning 
experiences to our students related to a variety of industries and 
disciplines.  Ideally, the space will also be open for student group 
work, collaboration, think tanks, job interviews, college events, and 
access to technology. 



KEY PERSONNEL

Bonnie Tew

Professional Faculty, Humanities
btew@wccnet.edu

Kimberly Jones

Professional Faculty, English
kimjones@wccnet.edu

Hava Levitt-Phillips

Professional Faculty, English/Writing
hlevitt@wccnet.edu

Dena Blair
Professional Faculty, Communications

dlblair@wccnet.edu

Katie Williams

Instructional Coordinator, Humanities,
 Social & Behavioral Sciences Division

kasuwilliams@wccnet.edu

Scott Britten

Dean, Humanities, Social & 
Behavioral Sciences 

sbritten1@wccnet.edu



CONTACT

E-mail:

LAinnovate@wccnet.edu

Address:

Washtenaw Community College
4800 E. Huron River Dr. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105

Phone:

734-973-3300

Web:

wccnet.edu


